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Uropathogenic E.coli (UPEC) account for the majority of urinary tract infections (UTIs) 
and part of their infection cycle includes the formation of biofilms. Bacterial two-
component systems (TCSs) and type-VI secretion systems (T6SSs) are known to be 
involved in biofilm formation and virulence. In UPEC, the QseBC TCS is located within a 
T6SS gene cluster and also atypically interacts with another TCS, PmrAB. We 
hypothesize that PmrAB-QseBC-T6SS interactions confer a fitness advantage to UPEC, 
and that interfering with these interactions will negatively affect bacterial fitness, T6SS 
function, and virulence. To test this hypothesis, this project used bacterial “fight clubs” 
in which the fitness of TCS- and T6SS-mutants were evaluated in competition assays. 
Bacterial counts were used to measure survival rates in each case. Our results showed 
that ΔqseC and ΔqseCΔpmrA are outcompeted by WT UPEC and that UPEC has two 
functional T6SS gene clusters, Hcp gene clusters 1 and 3. Our findings suggest that these 
interactions confer a fitness advantage to WT UPEC, and that interfering with said 
interactions could potentially attenuate virulence. 

 
Introduction 

 
Signaling cascades and secretion systems facilitate the growth and survival of many prokaryotic 
species. Escherichia coli (E. coli) is a bacterium found in many environments. This Gram-negative 
bacterium is a facultative anaerobe commonly located in the human gastrointestinal tract, where it 
has a commensal relationship with its host (Singleton 1999). However, there are strains that are 
able to cause disease and infection.  Uropathogenic E. coli (UPEC) is one of the most common 
causes of urinary tract infections (UTIs), especially in women. It is responsible for causing more 
than 90% of non-hospital UTIs (Kostakioti et al. 2012). UPEC is an opportunistic intracellular 
pathogen and infects the host by employing a unique pathogenic cascade.      
    
Once UPEC enter the bladder, the bacteria are able to adhere to the bladder epithelium.  This 
triggers an internalization event, where once inside the host cell, a subset of bacteria is able to 
escape into the cytoplasm.  Here, a single UPEC cell can divide and blossom into a biofilm-like 
pod called an intracellular bacterial community (IBC) (Anderson et al., 2003).   Over time, the IBC 
grows and matures until bacteria are able to flux out of the host cell and reseed elsewhere in the 
urinary tract (Mysorekar et al., 2006).  This cascade requires proper regulation of various virulence 
mechanisms to ensure survival and growth.  Two-component regulatory systems, and type VI 
secretion systems are two of these mechanisms.   
 
Two-component regulatory systems (TCSs), found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes, allow 
bacteria to adapt and respond to different environmental stimuli and stresses in order to survive. A 



TCS is based on an organism receiving an environmental stimulus, and translating that stimulus 
into an appropriate response (Stock 2000).  A stimulus can include a change in pH, temperature, 
nutrient availability to name a few. All TCSs have a membrane-bound histidine kinase responsible 
for receiving stimuli and an intracellular response regulator located in the cytoplasm that regulates 
transcription based on the stimulus received by its partner histidine kinase (Mascher et al. 2006). 
The histidine kinases of two-component systems are unique in their ability to auto-phosphorylate 
themselves via ATP and their ability to act as their own phosphatase (Clarke, 2006). After a 
stimulus is received, a phosphate from the kinase is transferred to the response regulator where it 
induces a conformational change and subsequently allows the response regulator to bind DNA and 
promote or repress target gene expression. Further, the level of phosphorylation controls response 
activity, and activity can be attenuated at any time by the cognate histidine kinase acting as a 
phosphatase, by removing the phosphoryl groups from its partner response regulator (Fernandez 
et al. 2012).  It can be said that two component systems work very much like a team.  
       
TCSs are very specific; cross talk between different systems is minimal or obsolete and most TCSs 
are limited to a histidine kinase and its own cognate response regulator. However, studies have 
shown that cross talk between non-cognate two component systems is possible (Mike et al. 2014, 
Guckes et al. 2013). In the UPEC isolate UTI89, cross talk between the QseBC and PmrAB two 
component systems occurs (Guckes et al. 2013, Kostakioti et al. 2012). “Qse” stands for “quorum 
sensing”, C is the sensing kinase, and B is its cognate response regulator. Pmr stands for 
“polymyxin resistance”; B is the sensor kinase, and A is its response regulator. Polymyxin resistant 
bacteria respond to cationic changes such as Fe+3 and cationic antimicrobial polypeptides in their 
environment (such as polymyxin B) (Guckes et al. 2013, Moskowitz et al. 2003, Lee and Ko 2013). 
Studies have shown that the PmrAB TCS is largely responsible for inducing polymyxin resistance 
by altering the composition of the bacterial lipopolysaccharide, making it more resistant to damage 
by polymyxin B and other toxic cationic peptides. Quorum sensing is a cell-density dependent 
process, during which bacteria, like E. coli, secrete hormone-like compounds called autoinducers 
that, when sufficiently secreted, regulate the expression of of proteins that allow the bacteria to 
respond to the increases in bacterial cells around them.  Studies have reported that QseBC responds 
to an autoinducer, autoinducer-3 (Sperandio et al 2002), and in response to this induction it 
influences flagella production and biofilm formation.  
 
Type VI Secretion Systems (T6SS) are often implicated in antagonistic inter-bacterial interactions 
and as a bactericidal means of infecting a host. However, it has been suggested that T6SS have 
other roles including signaling and sculpting biofilm structure (Downing et al. 2005, 2014; Enos-
Berlage et al., 2005; Aschtgen et al., 2008; Chou et al., 2012). The T6SS has been heavily studied 
in Vibrio cholera and are known to encode in gene clusters of varying organization. Various 
protein substrates known to be involved in T6SS ranging from energy, structure, transport and 
infection are found in said clusters. Though these gene clusters are found to be ubiquitous among 
gram-negatives, some clusters have been identified as complete and fully functional, while others 
are degenerate and vestigial (Pukatzki et al., 2006). A typical T6SS deploys effector proteins into 
an extracellular space, bacterial competitor, or eukaryotic host cells via a needle-like structure that 
is able to transgress the bacterial outer membrane (Russell et al., 2014). Further, the QseBC TCS 
is coded for in a Type VI secretion system gene cluster. Manipulation of genes coding for QseBC 
could potentially disrupt T6SS expression.  
 



The ability to adapt to different environments and form biofilms is critical to IBC formation and 
UPEC pathogenesis. We hypothesized that UPEC has a functional, contact dependent T6SS, and 
that PmrAB-QseBC-T6SS atypical interactions confer a fitness advantage to UPEC. 
Characterizing a functional T6SS in UPEC and evaluating the fitness potential of different 
pmr/qse/ T6SS mutants when grown in competition with each other and WT UPEC can further 
add to our growing understanding of UPEC and the various mechanisms it can deploy in 
pathogenesis of a host.  We can use this growing understanding in developing anti-virulent 
strategies against UPEC for both therapeutic and environmental benefits. 
 
 

Materials & Methods 
 
Strains and Constructs 
 
All mutant strains were made and described previously (Guckes et al. 2013). In summary, 
primers were designed that were homologous to the specific gene of interest as well as to 
kanamycin resistance cassette. Both the gene of interest and the kanamycin resistance gene were 
amplified via PCR. The kanamycin resistance gene is flipped into the gene of interest via Lamda-
Red Recombination. For the Liquid Media Fight Club Assay, three mutants were used in the 
assay. ΔqseC mutant would elucidate what role QseC plays in its TCS, ΔqseBC would elucidate 
what role PmrAB plays in UPEC, and ΔqseCΔpmrA would elucidate how non-cognate partners 
regulate expression. 
 
Liquid Media Fight Club Assay 
 
WT Escherichia coli UTI 89 and Escherichia coli UTI 89 mutant cells were grown in fresh LB 
broth (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Grand Island, NY) at 37° Celsius overnight to OD600 between 4-
7. Appropriate amounts of each culture were diluted to an OD600 of 0.04 in order to culture into a 
larger volume. Upon reaching the starting OD of 0.04, half of each competitor’s culture was 
subcultured into 50 mL of fresh LB broth.  The LB broth mixed with both cultures was grown at 
37° Celsius while shaking. At pre-set time intervals (0,2,4,6,8 hours), 200 μL of culture was 
serial diluted, 1:10, in 96 well plates, pre-filled with 180 μL of fresh LB broth.  Following the 
dilution, 5 μL of each dilution was plated using a multichannel pipette. Following diluting, and 
plating at the last time interval, the culture was left to incubate for 24 hours statically at 37° 
Celsius. Following the 24-hour incubation the procedure was repeated using the static bacterial 
culture. 
 
Solid Media Fight Club Assay 
 
Parent strain Escherichia coli UTI89 and mutants were grown in fresh LB broth at 37 °C 
overnight to OD between 4-7. 10 μl of each cell culture was spotted on solid LB agar plates 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, Grand Island, NY) approximately 1 centimeter apart. Plates were 
stored at 37 °C and images were taken at days 1 and 7 after spotting. 
 
Complementation Assay 
 



A standard PCR of Δhcp mutants 1,2,3, and 4 was conducted. Following the PCR a double 
digestion of the PCR product was done using Hind III and Sma I for Δhcp 1,2,4 and Hind III and 
EzoR I for Δhcp 3. A ligation was then conducted using 100ng PTRC vector and 75 ng of 
respective DNA. Following ligase treatment on PCR machine, PCR solution was added to DH5 
cells and heat shocked. Proceeded to plate on LB+ ampicillin. A colony PCR was conducted to 
verify complementation, and constructs were sent for sequencing to further verify 
complementation.  Following complementation, complemented mutants were spotted following 
the Bacterial Fight Club Assay procedure. 
 
 

Results 
 
Liquid Media Fight Club  
 
The purpose of the LMFC assay was to evaluate a bacterial competitor’s ability to survive when 
grown in competition with another microbe. Survival rates were measured when each mutant 
was pitted in direct competition against the wild-type parent strain, UTI89 (Table 1.). Bacterial 
counts were measured by plating serial dilutions of bacterial culture and counting the subsequent 
colony-forming units, CFUs. CFUs give an estimate of the number of bacterial cells in a given 
culture. The bacterial counts measured for each mutant were relative to the WT vs. WT control. 
To distinguish the mutants from WT, each mutant strain and WT UPEC was marked with a 
kanamycin resistance marker.  In each “fight club” one strain was marked with the kanamycin 
resistance marker while the other competitor was left unmarked. This gave the ability to discern 
one strain (the marked strain) by its ability to grow on solid agar with the kanamycin antibiotic. 
To avoid bias, the experiments were repeated in triplicate with the antibiotic marker swapped 
(ex. the wild-type is unmarked, while the mutant is marked).   
 
Marked WT vs. Unmarked WT, the control, showed approximately similar survival rates when 
grown in competition with each other. The control gave us a baseline to compare future results 
to, and reflected that competitors with or without the antibiotic resistant cassette would not have 
a growth advantage, or vice-versa (Figure 1A). The first LCFC assay pitted ΔqseC vs. WT. The 
results of this assay reflected ΔqseC mutant’s diminished ability to survive when grown in 
competition with WT (Figure 1 B, C). Further, at 8 hours Marked ΔqseC showed a significant 
disadvantage (Figure 1B).  We then proceeded to test the survival rate of a cognate double 
mutant, ΔqseBC. Manipulation of the QseBC TCS reflected equal cell survival growth when 
grown in competition with WT UPEC (Figure 1 D, E).  We concluded the LCFC by testing the 
survival rate of a non-cognate partner mutant against WT UPEC. The ΔqseCΔpmrA double 
mutant showed a diminished ability to survive similar that of the ΔqseC single mutant (Figure 1 
F, G). At 8 hours in the Unmarked WT vs. M- ΔqseCΔpmrA assay, ΔqseCΔpmrA showed a 
significant inability to grow in competition with WT (Figure 1G). 
 
 



Table. 1 List of qse/pmr mutants to be pitted against WT UPEC  

Strains Available Qse/Pmr components 
Wild-Type (WT) UTI89 All- QseB-QseC-PmrA-PmrB 

Histidine Kinase Sensor Mutant- ΔqseC QseB-PmrA-PmrB 
Cognate Partner Mutants- ΔqseBC PmrB-PmrA 

Non-Cognate Partner Mutants -ΔqseCΔpmrA PmrB-QseB 



 
Figure 1 Liquid Fight Club Assay Results- WT UPEC vs. various TCS mutants 

Marked WT & Unmarked WT Marked WT & Unmarked ΔqseBC 

Unmarked WT & Marked ΔqseBC Unmarked WT & Marked ΔqseC 

Marked WT & Unmarked ΔqseC Marked WT & Unmarked ΔqseCΔpmrA 
 

Unmarked WT & Marked ΔqseCΔpmrA 
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Solid Media Fight Club 
 
T6SS are coded for in gene clusters of varying organization. An in silico analysis of the UPEC 
UTI89 genome revealed 4 T6SS gene clusters.  Hypothetical proteins were blasted against other 
Escherichia, Vibrio, and Pseudomonas species known to have functional T6SS. We were able to 
determine four potential clusters. Each cluster contained a gene coding for hemolysin coregulated 
protein along with other potential type VI proteins (Figure 2). Cluster 1 contains genes coding for 
hcp and the VgrG spike, it is missing all of the TssE/J/K/L/M genes that code for the baseplate 
complex, and the ClpV ATPase (Figure 2A). Cluster 2 contains a complete type VI gene cluster, 
and contains genes coding TssJ/K/L/M, the VgrG spike, PAAR effector proteins, the hcp needle, 
and the ClpV ATPase (Figure 2B). Cluster 3 contains genes coding for TssM, ClpV, and hcp. It 
lacks genes coding for baseplate components, TssE/J/K/L, and a gene coding for the VgrG spike 
(Figure 2C). Cluster 4 only contains a gene coding for the hcp needle (Figure 2D). 
 

 
Figure 2. UPEC has four T6SS gene clusters of varying organization 
 
To test the functionality of the annotated clusters, mutants lacking predicted T6SS genes were 
made. Wild-type UTI89 and UTI89 mutants lacking hcp or from the T6SS associated gene clusters 
were spotted approximately 8-10 mm apart on solid agar against each other and WT UPEC. The 
purpose of this bacterial fight club assay was to observe each competitor’s ability to repel its 
opponent when grown in close proximity and test the functionality of each T6SS gene cluster. The 



plates were set up in triplicate and viewed 24 hours apart for up to a week.  The presence of or lack 
there of a Dienes line (clear line of demarcation), was measured. The WT vs. WT control showed 
the presence of a Dienes Line (Figure 3A). Cluster 1 mutant, Δhcp1, spotted against WT showed 
the presence of a Dienes line; Δhcp1 vs. Δhcp1, however, did not have a distinct line of demarcation 
and the mutants exhibited what we termed a “kissing” phenotype (Figure 3B). Cluster 2 mutant, 
Δhcp2, when spotted against WT, and Δhcp2 vs. Δhcp2 showed the presence of a Dienes line 
(Figure 3C). Cluster 3 mutant, Δhcp3, when spotted against WT showed the presence of a Dienes 
line, however, when spotted against itself, Δhcp3 vs. Δhcp3, did not (Figure 3D). Cluster 4 mutant, 
Δhcp4, when spotted against WT and itself showed the presence of a Dienes line (Figure 3E). To 
further test the validity of the assay and to ensure we were not seeing artifacts, additional mutants 
were made: Δhcp1Δhcp3, Δhcp2Δhcp3, and Δhcp2Δhcp3Δhcp4,. The double mutant Δhcp1Δhcp3 
lacked the hcp genes from the two clusters that failed to show a Dienes line. Δhcp1Δhcp3 vs. 
Δhcp1Δhcp3 produced an identical phenotype to the single mutants, and lacked a Dienes line. The 
double mutant, Δhcp1Δhcp3, when spotted against itself, showed a Dienes line (Figure 3F). The 
triple mutant, Δhcp2Δhcp3Δhcp4 when spotted against itself showed a Dienes line (Figure 3F).  
 

 
Figure 3. Bacterial Fight Club spots from SMFC assay 
 
We hypothesized that the Dienes line between the mutants was produced as a means of defense 
against the other bacterial competitor, via the deployment of type VI proteins into the extra cellular 
space or into the adjacent bacterium. To further test the hypothesis, a complementation assay was 
conducted, in an attempt to restore WT phenotype in the Δhcp mutants. Following 
complementation, the complemented mutants were spotted in triplicate following the Bacterial 
Fight Club Assay protocol. Plates were viewed after 24 hours for up to a week. All four 



complemented mutants showed the presence of a Dienes line similar to the WT vs. WT control 
(Figure 3B-E). Restoration of WT phenotype in complemented mutants from clusters one and three 
indicate functionality in these two clusters. 
 
 

Discussion 
 

Two-component signaling cascades modulate the expression of T6SS, both of which are critical 
to UPEC pathogenesis. Previous studies have shown that disruption of QseC sensor kinase, 
attenuates virulence in UPEC. Disruption of the sensor kinase leads to robust phosphorylation of 
QseB from the non-cognate sensor kinase PmrB. It is not known why PmrAB and QseBC 
interact with each other, however one hypothesis could be due to them being physically close to 
each other or being structurally similar.  The subsequent, increase in phosphorylation from PmrB 
leads to the up-regulation of the QseB response regulator that leads to pleiotropic effects, 
impaired metabolism, and a misregulation of 10 % of UPEC genes and loss of virulence (Guckes 
et al . 2013, Hadjifrangiskou et al. 2011). Further, PmrB does not dephosphorylate QseB as well 
as its cognate QseC, which is why the increase phosphorylation phenotype is observed. The 
results of the Liquid Culture Fight Club reflect these previous findings. The results of Δqsec and 
ΔqsecΔpmra when grown in competition with parent strain UPEC reflects this hypothesis as they 
exhibited a diminished ability to survive when grown in competition with WT UPEC (Figure 
2B,C,F,G).   
  
 The results of the Solid Media Fight Club reflect Hcp gene clusters 1 and 3 are functional, due 
to their inability to secrete effector proteins in the absence of genes coding for the Hcp tube 
protein (Fig 3 B,D). Further, when the hcp1 and hcp3 genes were complemented back into the 
mutants, WT phenotype was restored, as well as the ability to defend itself in the presence of 
another competitor (Fig 3 B,D). Gene cluster mutants from clusters 2 and 4, exhibited no change 
in WT phenotype, when hcp2 and hcp4 were deleted, and exhibited the same phenotype, when 
hcp2 and hcp4 were complemented back. Hcp gene clusters 2 and 4 reflect phenotypes that do 
not express T6SS (Fig. 3 C,E). 
 
Upon referring back to literature, there were was nothing found indicating two-component 
systems interact with type-VI secretion systems. However, it was found in Pseudomonas 
syringae that the RhpRS two-component system regulates the expression of  type III secretion 
system (T3SS) genes and bacterial virulence (Deng et al., 2014).  
 
In the future, we would like to test other pmr/qse mutants with Fe+3, epinephrine, and 
autoinducer-3 in the LMFC to see if pre-stimulation of either sensor kinase induces an advantage 
in the mutant or WT UPEC and potentially test other pmr/qse/ T6SS against other bacterial 
competitors in both the LMFC and SMFC. Further, testing the functionality of Hcp clusters 1 & 
3, would be beneficial in elucidating if one is epistatic over the other, or if they work together to 
elicit secretion of effector proteins. 
    
UPEC’s ability to adapt to different environments and form biofilms is critical to UPEC 
pathogenesis, and bacterial fitness. Searching for treatments other than the use of antibiotics, can 
lead to more efficient and site directed means of attenuating virulence. TCSs regulate the 



expression of T6SSs. Genes coding for QseC, PmrA, Hcp1, and Hcp3 confer a fitness advantage 
in WT UPEC, and contribute to its ability to survive and form biofilms critical to UPEC 
pathogenesis. Therapeutic strategies specifically targeting qsec , pmra, Hcp gene clusters 1 and 3  
can be potential mechanisms of hindering biofilm formation and attenuating UPEC virulence. 
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